
PVCC Suspension ‘15



Design Goals
● “The main purpose of a car’s suspension system is to maintain 4 wheel 

independence so that upsets are confined to each wheel. This maximizes the 
contact patch of the tire so that we have as much traction and power transfer 
as possible at all times.” (Smith p43)

http://www.f1-country.com/f1-engineer/suspension.html



Suspension Geometry
● A completely independent suspension setup will be used for the first year of 

competition
● Correct geometry provides an increase in the available traction at all times 

and due to the independent nature the control arms, the wheels each adjust 
themselves to the track.



Coilover Dampers
● Keeps the car suspended above the track and from bottoming out during 

jounce
● The dampers in the coilover work by compressing a piston filled with oil which 

is then decompressed by the spring on the outside
● Spring oscillation occurs until it is fully dampened out by the damper



Bellcrank and Pushrod
● Jounce and rebound need to be transmitted to the coilover for it to work and 

that is where the bellcrank and pushrod come into play
● Pushrod is connected to the lower control arm and runs directly to the 

bellcrank which in turn transfers the force through the bellcrank transitioning 
to the coilover the force of the pushrod smoothly



Control Arms
● Defining characteristic of the double wishbone suspension
● Connect the chassis to the uprights and determine multiple different ride 

properties
● When determining the specific geometry of the control arms, the center of 

gravity, the roll center, and camber change are the three most important 
characteristics to keep in mind





Rear Uprights
● Good uprights are designed as light as possible while also maintaining as 

greatest a stiffness as possible so that the control arms act properly
● Rear uprights are responsible for connecting the rear control arms as well as 

the stabilization rod where the steering would otherwise connect in the front
● Camber adjustment is available on both the front and rear uprights





Front Uprights
● Uprights are the component that connect all of the various parts to form the 

suspension assembly as well as the calipers for the braking system
● Front upright also has to connect to the steering rod unique from the rear
● Front upright is generally lighter than the rear because of the difference in 

hubs used





Front Wheel Hubs
● The component that connect the wheels to the upright as well as carry the 

rotors for the braking system
● Interface with the upright via a set of wheel bearings which are press fitted 

into the upright



Wheels and Tires
● Rim chosen is 13” to allow for maximum space to mount brakes and uprights
● Tire width was chosen based off the autocross environment and previous 

teams’ experience
● Briefly considered wings in their place but PVCC doesn’t have a wind tunnel 

for testing





Continuing Work
● Spring and damper values with be narrowed in on using calculations based 

on CoG approximation and driver testing
● Camber will be adjusted based on driver preference and timing data
● Parts and material sponsors will be contacted in order to complete the build 

for as low a cost as possible while focusing on team/sponsor relationship for 
coming years



Questions?


